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BT-I/D-21 41013
FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTERS AND

PROGRAMMING IN C
CSE-101E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one
question from each Unit. All questions carry equal
marks.

Unit I

1. (a) Define digital computers. What is the difference
between a computer and human being ? 5

(b) Describe the following terms : 5×3=15
(i) RAM (ii) ROM
(iii) PROM (iv) EPROM
(v) Dot matrix printers.

2. (a) Perform the following conversions : 5×3=15
(i) (45215)5 = (?)10
(ii) (1101011101.101)2 = (?)8
(iii) (A65D)16 = (?)8
(iv) (58721.124)10 = (?)16
(v) (7645.214)8 = (?)10
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(b) Why is a line printer preferred over a dot matrix

printer ? If you have an image to be printed, which

out of these two will you use and why ? 5

Unit II

3. Differentiate machine language, assembly language and

high-level languages. Also write the advantages and

limitations of assembly language over high-level languages.

20

4. Explain the following : 20

(a) Emails (b) FTP

(c) Debuggers.

Unit III

5. (a) Define keywords. How many keywords are used in

C-language ? Write the list of keywords used in

C-language. 12

(b) Define switch statement. Write a program to design

a calculator, which performs the basic arithmetic

operators by using switch statement. 8

6. (a) What are the differences between call by value and

call by reference ? Explain the concept of call by

value arguments and call by reference arguments by

using suitable example. 12
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(b) Explain the operator precedence and associativity

with a example. 8

Unit IV

7. (a) How does structure differ from an array and union

? Write a program in C language which reads and

display the name, age, designation, date of birth

and salary of an employee by using structure. 12

(b) Write a program in C language to copy a string in

to another string. 8

8. Explain the following file functions with examples : 5×4=20

(a) fell() (b) fread()

(c) fseek() (d) rewind()

(e) feof().

(3)L-41013 3 __
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BT-I/D-21 41016

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY AND

PROCESSES

ME-101N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : There are eight questions in this paper. All questions

carry 15 marks each. Attempt five questions in all,

selecting at least one question from each Section.

Section A

1. (a) Classify Manufacturing Processes. Also write the

causes and common sources of accidents. 7

(b) Explain various methods of safety. Also discuss

types of accidents. 8

2. (a) Write the properties and applications of mild steel,

medium carbon steel and cast iron. 8

(b) Explain in detail various properties and applications

of high carbon steel and high speed steel. 7

Section B

3. (a) State the following terms : 6

(i) Pattern

(ii) Pattern Allowance

(iii) Fettling.
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(b) Describe in brief Core Sands and Core Making. 4

(c) Discuss in detail Casting Defects and their remedies.

5

4. Write short notes on the following : 3×5=15

(a) Molding Methods

(b) Types of Patterns

(c) Basic Steps in Casting Processes.

Section C

5. (a) Explain the following terms with neat sketch and

examples : 9

(i) Punching

(ii) Piercing

(iii) Blanking

(iv) Shearing.

(b) Write the advantages and limitations of Layout

Marking. 6

6. (a) Explain the principles of Hot Working processes,

Forging and Wire Drawing with a neat sketch. 9

(b) Discuss types of plant layout and their advantages. 6

Section D

7. (a) Write the specifications and uses of commonly used

machine tools in Milling and Lathe. 8

(b) Explain the nomenclature of a single point cutting

tool. Also explain tool wear. 7
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8. (a) Explain with a neat sketch different tyeps of Chips

in cutting. Also explain Spot and Seam Welding. 8

(b) Differentiate Welding, Brazing and Soldering. Also

explain in detail TIG and MIG welding. 7

(6)L-41016 3 __
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BT-I/D-21 41018
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

HS-101N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions carry equal
marks.

1. Communication is the process of sending and receiving
information. Explain the communication process in the
light of this statement. Also, explain the stages involved
in effective communication with the help of a
diagrammatic representation. 15

2. Discuss the significance of communication in an
organization. What are the common cultural difference
that act as barriers in effective communication ? What
measures can be taken up to overcome those barriers ?

15

3. Define listening. How is it different from hearing ? Discuss
in detail the common barriers in effective listening citing
suitable examples. 15

4. Write short notes on any three of the following : 5×3=15

(a) Ten thumb rule of listening
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(b) Speaking skills : Role of paralinguistic features

(c) SQ3R reading technique

(d) Persuasive Writing Skills.

5. What is the role of body language in an interview ?
Discuss its role in leaving a good impression on the
interviewer. 15

6. If the speaker’s verbal and non-verbal cues do not match,
how will it affect communication ? Which one will you
believe in and why ? Explain giving suitable eaxmples.

15

7. Assume that you have to apply for the post of Manager
at Tata Solutions Ltd., Mumbai. You are a final year
engineering student pursuing B.Tech. in Computer
Engineering from IIT Mandi, with excellent
communication, interpersonal and negotiation skills. You
are proficient in latest computer programming languages.
Write a covering letter along with a resume to apply for
the above mentioned post at the earliest. 15

8. Write an article on any one topic in about
450-500 words : 15

(a) Artificial Intelligence

(b) Multimedia

(c) Genetic Engineering.

(3)L-41018 2 __
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BT-I/D-21 41020

ENGINEERING DRAWING AND GRAPHICS

ME-105N Opt.–I

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit. Unless stated otherwise, the

symbols have their usual meaning in context with the

subject. Assume suitably and state, additional data

required, if any.

Unit I

1. A stick 130 mm long is initially tangent to semicircle of

80 mm diameter at its left side corner. This stick now

rolls over the circumference of semi-circle without

slipping. Draw the locus of the end point of the stick,

which is away from the semicircle and name the curve. 15

2. Draw the projections of straight line AB 60 mm long

parallel to HP and inclined at an angle of 400 to VP. The

end A is 30 mm above HP and 20 mm in front of VP. 15

Unit II

3. A pentagonal plane ABCDE of 35 mm side has its plane

inclined 50° to HP. Its diameter joining the vertex B to

(6)L-41020 1



the mid-point F of the base DE is inclined at 25° to the

xy-line. Draw its projections keeping the corner B nearer

to VP. 15

4. Draw the projections of a pentagonal prism, situated with

a rectangular face parallel to and 10 mm above the HP,

axis perpendicular to the VP and one base in the VP.

Take side of the base 40 mm and the axis 65 mm

long. 15

Unit III

5. A cone, base 65 mm diameter and axis 75 mm long, is

lying on the H.P. on one of its generators with the axis

parallel to the V.P. A section plane which is parallel to

the V.P. cuts the cone 6 mm away from the axis. Draw

the sectional front view and development of the surface

of the remaining portion of the cone. 15

6. A pentagonal prism of side of base 20 mm and height

50 mm stands vertically on its base with a rectangular

face perpendicular to V.P. A cutting plane perpendicular

to V.P. and inclined at 60° to the axis passes through the

edges of the top base of the prism. Develop the lower

portion of the lateral surface of the prism. 15
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Unit IV

7. Draw the top, front and side views of the following

object : 15

8. Explain in detail, the following commands used in

AUTOCAD : 15

(a) Offset

(b) Extend

(c) Move.

(6)L-41020 3 __
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BT-I/D-21 41023
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY

FUNDAMENTALS
Opt.-I, EE-101N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Section. All questions carry equal

marks.

Section A

1. Find the current in 4  resistor using Norton’s theorem

fig. shown below and verify the result by Nodal analysis

and show that current find by both method should be

same. 15

12V
4V

5V
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2. (a) Determine the Rab for the figure shown below : 6

a

b

(b) Predict the Thevenin’s equivalent for the circuit as

shown in fig. 9

2�

2�10V
10A

A

B

Section B

3. (a) Define Average value and RMS value of a sinusoidal
quantity. 5

(b) A coil is in series with a 20 F capacitor across a
230 V, 50 Hz supply. The current taken by the
circuit 10 A and power consumed is 200 W.
Calculate the inductance of the coil if the power
factor of the circuit it leading and lagging. Also
sketch phasor diagram of each condition. 10
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4. Show that the condition for resonance in parallel R.L.C.

circuit is same as that in a series RLC circuit. State the

applications of series and parallel resonance. 15

Section C

5. (a) How two wattmeters measure 3-phase power for a

delta connected load ? Derive an expression for

3-phase power in terms of wattmeter readings. 7

(b) Explain open circuit and short circuit test on a

1-phase transformer. How can these Test be used

for to find the efficiency of the transformer ? 8

6. (a) What do you mean by eddy current and hysteresis

losses ? How to minimize these losses ? 7

(b) Derive the relationship between the phase and line

voltage, and between phase and line current for a

balance star circuit. 8

Section D

7. How does a three phase induction motor work ? Draw

and describe its torque speed characteristics. 15

8. (a) How does a synchronous generator work ? Can

synchronous generator work as motor ? 7

(b) Define working principle of DC motor. Why dc

series motor does not run without load ? 8

(3)L-41023 3 __
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BT-I/D-21 41038
PROGRAMMING FOR PROBLEM SOLVING

ES-105A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one
question from each Unit. All questions carry equal
marks.

Unit I

1. (a) Solve the following : 8
(i) (9AB3)12 + (74A5)12

(ii) (2452)8 – (624)8

(b) What is the difference between an algorithm and

pseudocode ? Also write an Algorithm and

pseudocode for solving a quadratic equation. 7

2. (a) Solve the following : 6
(i) (AC2F.CD)16 = (?)8

(ii) (463)8 – (132)8 using 8’ complement.

(b) What do you understand by flow chart ? Draw flow

chart for sort the array. 9
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Unit II

3. (a) Write a program to reverse the digit of a number. 8

(b) Write a program to find the roots of a quadratic

equation. 7

4. (a) Write a program to find sum of the following

equation : 8

1 – X3/3! + X5/5!..............Xn/n!

(b) Write a program to find the whether a character is

vowel or not using switch statement. 7

Unit III

5. (a) Write a program to reverse the string without using

string function. 8

(b) How can array be passed to a function ? Explain

with suitable example. 7

6. (a) Write a program to check string for palindrome

without using string function. 7

(b) Write a program for returning arrays from functions.

8

Unit IV

7. (a) How can the record be handled in C language

using union ? Explain with suitable example. 7
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(b) Write a program to handle string-using pointer.

8

8. (a) Explain the operators used on pointers with

example. 7

(b) Explain the use of structure within structure with

suitable example. 8

(3)L-41038 3 __
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BT-I/D-21 41039

ENGLISH

HM-101A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any Five questions in all. All questions carry

equal marks.

1. (a) Write two synonyms for the following words given

(any eight) : 1×8=8

beautiful, scary, fear, torment, near, rage, pensive,

reflection, hope captivating.

(b) Write one appropriate antonym for the following

words given (any seven) : 1×7=7

attack, blunt, marvelous, sunny, bold, partial,

cautious, meticulous, easy.

2. Form two sutable words from the following prefix and

suffix given : 15

(i) ab ...........

(ii) ante ...........

(iii) di ...........

(iv) demo ...........

(v) dis ...........

(vi) eu ...........
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(vii) un ...........

(viii) en ...........

(ix) ........... al

(x) ........... ess

(xi) ........... fare

(xii) ........... ty

(xiii) ........... ship

(xiv) ........... esque

(xv) ........... ism.

3. (a) Make sentences from the following phrases : 1×8=8

(i) Piece of cake

(ii) Break a leg

(iii) Better late than never

(iv) Hit the sack

(v) No pain, no gain

(vi) Best of the worlds

(vii) Stabbed in back

(viii) Take off.

(b) Punctuate the following sentences :1×7=7

(i) she said listen to the music with eyes closed

(ii) Open the door

(iii) We visited her this morning the nurse told

(iv) She came to see her

(v) The following colors are primary colors red

blue and green
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(vi) I can feel her presence

(vii) you can wait she might turn up

4. What are the factors that contribute to clear, fluent and

effective writing ? Discuss with examples any three

factors. 15

5. (a) Fill in the blanks with most appropriate word given

in the parenthesis : 10

(i) She came ........... (to/towards) meet me, but I

........... (was/were) out of office at that time.

(ii) Propose to the person you are stranded on a

desert ........... (isle/aisle) with and may be

you’ll march down ........... (isle/aisle) together

after you are rescued.

(iii) ........... (a/an) X-ray will show whether there

is ........... (a/an) worm in it.

(iv) Why ........... (is/are) she waiting in the lobby ?

(v) Can you please ........... (give/gives) me a loan ?

(vi) You can ........... (meet/meets) her provided

she ........... (agrees/agreed).

(b) Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with

appropriate forms of the verb given in the

brackets : 5

(i) We ........... for you. (wait)

(ii) Although he tried hard, he ........... not fix the

machine. (can)
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(iii) It ........... since morning. (rain)

(iv) My mother ........... me a watch for my

birthday. (give)

(v) What ........... you do then ? (are)

6. Correct the following sentences : 15

(i) I have visited Niagara Falls last weekend.

(ii) She’s married with a dentist.

(iii) I live in United States.

(iv) She dosen’t listen me.

(v) My flight departs in 5 : 00 a.m.

(vi) They is coming.

(vii) Every girl must bring their own lunch.

(viii) Its a cold day.

(ix) These recipes is good for beginners.

(x) What reason did he come for ?

(xi) There father went to the school.

(xii) I am doing good in science.

(xiii) My hair is smoother and softer.

(xiv) She gave me a real nice bouquet of flowers.

(xv) Around a world in 80 days.

7. Write an essay on any one of the following topics given :

(500 words) : 15

(i) Climate Change

(ii) Digital Media
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(iii) Post-Covid World

(iv) Ethics and Values.

8. Read the following passage and answer the questions that

follow : 15

Philosophy of Education is a label applied to the study of

the purpose, process, nature and ideals of education. It

can be considered a branch of both philosophy and

education. Education can be defined as the teaching and

learning of specific skills, and the imparting of knowledge,

judgement and wisdom, and is something broader that the

societal institution of education we often speak of.

Many educationalists consider if a weak and woolly field,

too far removed from the practical applications of the

real world to be useful. But philosophers dating back to

Plato and the Ancient Greeks have given the area much

thought and emphasis, and there is little doubt that their

work has helped shape the practice of education over the

millennia.

Plato is the earliest important educational thinker, and

education is an essential element in “The Republic” (his

most important work on philosophy and political theory,

written around 360 B.C.). In it, he advocates some rather

extreme methods : removing children firm their mothers’

care and raising them as wards of the state, and

differentiating children suitable to the various castes, the

highest receiving the most education, so that they could

act as guardians of the city and care for the less able. He

(6)L-41039 5



believed that education should be holistic, including facts,

skills, physical discipline, music and art. Plato believed

that talent and intelligence is not distributed genetically

and thus is be found in children born to all classes,

although his proposed system of selective public education

for an educated minority of the population does not really

follow a democratic model.

Aristotle considered human nature, habit and reason to be

equally important forces to be cultivated in education, the

ultimate aim of which should be to produce good and

virtuous citizens. He proposed that teachers lead their

students systematically, and that repetition be used as a

key tool to develop good habits, unlike Socrates’ emphasis

on questioning his listeners to bring out their own ideas.

He emphasized the balancing of the theoretical and

practical aspects of subjects taught, among which he

explicity mentions reading, writing, mathematics, music,

physical education, literature, history, and a wide range of

sciences, as well as play, which he also considered

important.

(i) What is philosophy of education ? 3

(ii) What is the difference between the approaches of

Socrates and Aristotle ? 3

(iii) Why do educationists consider philosophy a ‘weak

and woolly’ field ? 3

(iv) Were Plato’s beliefs about education democratic ? 3

(v) Suggest a suitable title to the above given passage. 3

(6)L-41039 6 __
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BT-I/D-21 41040
MULTIVARIABLE CALCULUS AND

LINEAR ALGEBRA
BS-135A, Option II

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one
question from each Unit. All questions carry equal
marks.

Unit I
1. (a) Evaluate :

1 3
4

0

1logx dx
x

 
 
 

(b) Find the volume of the solid of revolution generated
by revolving the plane area bounded by the curves
y = x2, y = 0 and x = 2 about x-axis.

2. (a) Verify Lagrange’s mean value theorem for the
function 3( )f x x  in [–2, 2].

(b) Using L’Hospital Rule, evaluate :

log( )Lt
log( )x ax a

x a
a a
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Unit II

3. (a) Test the convergence of the series 
1

1
1n n



 
 .

(b) Using Raabe’s test, test for the convergence of the

series :

2 2 21 1.4 1.4.7 .......
3 3.6 3.6.9

            
     

4. (a) Obtain the Fourier expansion for 1 cos x  in the

interval –  < x < .

(b) Obtain the half range Fourier Cosine series for

x sin x in the interval (0, ).

Unit III

5. (a) Expand x3 – 2x2 + 3x – 5 in powers of (x – 2).

(b) If u = (x + ky) + (x – ky), show that :

2 2
2

2 2 .u uk
y x
 


 

6. (a) Find 
( , ) ,
( , )
u v
x y


  where u = x2 – y2 and v = 2xy.

(b) Discuss the maxima and minima of the function

x2 + y2 + 6x + 12.
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Unit IV

7. (a) Find the rank of the matrix :

5 3 14 4
0 1 2 1
1 1 2 0

 
 
 
  

(b) Using Gauss-Jordan method, find the inverse of the

matrix :

5 1 5
0 2 0
5 3 15

 
 
 
   

8. (a) Examine for linear dependence or independence of

vectors :

x1 = (1,1, –1), x2 = (2, 3, –5), x3 = (2, –1, 4)

(b) Investigate for what values of  and  the equations :

x + 2y + z = 8

2x + 2y + 2z = 13

3x + 4y + z = 

have :

(i) no solution

(ii) a unique solutions

(iii) many solutions.

(3)L-41040 3 __
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BT-I/D-21 41043
BIOLOGY
BS-141A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one
question from each Unit.

Unit I

1. Describe the ultrastructure and function of chloroplast
and endoplasmic reticulum. 15

2. Classify the organisms on the basis of molecular taxonomy.
15

Unit II

3. Describe the general classification and important function
of carbohydrates. 15

4. Describe the general characteristics and classification of
enzymes. 15

Unit III

5. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Variation and speciation 7.5

(b) Single gene disorder in human. 7.5
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6. Describe the mitosis and its utility to living systems. 15

Unit IV

7. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Krebs cycle 7.5

(b) Media compositions. 7.5

8. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Bioinformatics 7.5

(b) Bio-MEMS. 7.5

(3)L-41043 2 __






















